Willie Doherty Buried
willie doherty buried - swansea - willie doherty buried main gallery 19 december 2009 - 14 february 2010
willie doherty (b.1959) is internationally celebrated for his work which includes ma art in the contemporary
world, buried - fruitmarket - willie doherty buried exhibition 25 april — 12 july 2009 mon—sat11am—6pm,
sun12—5pm always free willie doherty (b.1959) makes photographs and video installations rooted 5–30 july
2017, wednesday–sunday 12–6pm private view ... - willie doherty loose ends 5–30 july 2017,
wednesday–sunday 12–6pm private view: sunday 2 july 3–6pm matt’s gallery presents loose ends, a recent
two-screen video installa- tion by willie doherty. shot in locations in donegal and dublin the footage depicts two
places connected through events leading up to the 1916 easter rising and its conclusion. exploring how
people, events and ... willie doherty remains - dailyartfair - by willie doherty. remains is situated in the
landscape and streets of derry, northern ireland where an uneasy peace is often disrupted by incidents of
violence that seem like inexplicable remnants from the past. against this backdrop, the camera moves through
the streets of the town and its surrounding landscape in a sequence of long tracking shots accompanied by a
voiceover. through the ... exhibition: willie doherty, victor grippo and sylvia ... - willie doherty’s triptych,
abandoned interior i-iii, 1997, a seminal work from this period, depicts domestic interiors as sites of social
dissolution. completed one year before the armistice in northern 21c hosts powerful exhibit by al farrow,
who examines the ... - al farrow 21c hosts powerful exhibit by al farrow, who examines the intersection
between religion, war and death by sara havens february 19, 2016 willie doherty - images.exhibit-e - willie
doherty b. 1959, derry, northern ireland lives and works in derry, northern ireland education 1978-81 ba hons
degree in sculpture, ulster polytechnic, york street willie doherty - galeriampa - secretly buried somewhere
on the road that connects the towns of víznar and alfacar, near granada. taking this as a starting point willie
doherty made a number of visits to these two small towns between 2016 and 2018. in gallery 1 the artist
shows a series of photographic works made along the road between víznar and alfacar. excavation, 2016 was
made at peñón colorado where an unsuccessful ... “the speed art museum presents exhibition by willie
... - organize traces is especially meaningful because the museum is now the owner of the video buried (2009)
that it recently acquired in partnership with speed trustee brook smith and his wife, pam." suzanne weaver,
curator of contemporary art, commented, "for three decades, willie doherty's dublin city gallery the hugh
lane - willie doherty was born in 1959 in derry, northern ireland. much of his work has much of his work has
been shaped by his experiences growing up in a society deeply divided by political willie doherty exhumes
the past in new exhibition at prefix - willie doherty exhumes the past in new exhibition at prefix (toronto) –
prefix institute of contemporary art is proud to present passages, an exhibition of photo and video works by
acclaimed northern ireland artist, willie doherty. willie doherty without trace - dailyartfair - willie doherty
without trace march 8th to april 13th, 2013 opening on thursday, march 7th, 6 to 8 pm it is with great delight
that galerie peter kilchmann announces the upcoming solo show “without trace” by willie doherty 2014
2013 willie doherty, unseen, secretion ... - willie doherty, françoise knabe, frankfurt a/m the only good
one is a dead one , edmonton art gallery, edmonton, alberta the only good one is a dead one , mendel art
gallery, saskatoon
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